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15.
29.
42.

! ! ACROSS
It was paid to a groom’s family in the past?
Like a coyote?
Gain back

11.
21.
22.
27.
33.
39.
40.

! ! DOWN
Soft drink discontinued in 2020
Storage cylinder
What the “Babes in Arms lady” is?
An uncomfortable bench?
Remove
Luxurious
A dancer’s costume

“TEXT” CLUES:

“SUBTEXT” CLUES:

8.
10.
13.
22.
27.
33.
34.
39.
40.

! ! ACROSS
Butter-making machine
Move with springy steps
Line segment joining two vertices
Everything
He authored the Proslogion
Small gaming cube
Exercise authority
“Famous” Wally?
Toward the stern

12.
14.
15.
16.
26.
28.
31.
38.
42.

! ! DOWN
Pluck by the roots
Vast expanse
All the elements in a collection of sets
Man-eating giant
Shouting in texts?
Honor or acclaim
Northernmost part of the Earth
Successfully complete a course
Gradation of a color
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1.
5.
9.

11.
12.
14.
16.
17.
18.
21.
23.
26.
28.
31.
35.
36.
38.
41.
44.
45.
46.
47.

! ! ACROSS
Make an animal go away under a hot chamber
Russian emperor over a lang. used with HTML
Earmark shares on top of a famous Muhammad
Turvy’s partner lies above neither’s partner
Exploited worker below a musket accessory
A licorice-flavored seed over a logic puzzle
Last name in elevators lower than eight bits
Consumed over vigorous enthusiasm
Nahuatl-speaker is higher than a score of zero
An eyelid lump on the Josh who voiced Olaf
Point off the ground over a meteorological line
What you should do from top to bottom
Earnings over a baby goat
Unit of current beneath something you got?
Pointed extremity above a Kringle
Casual scribble beneath modern-day Persia
Skilled person atop an international treaty
Pursues underneath a marsupial*
Peer Gynt playwright on a narrow runner
Highly unpleasant above recorded sounds
Pouch-like structure under golf ball holders
Untidy condition below fish bait?

*  (with two opposable thumbs?)
;-)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

10.
13.
19.
20.
24.
25.
29.
30.
32.
34.
35.
37.
41.
43.

! ! DOWN
Slangily stab under a rowing implement?
An impaler on top of Attila, e.g.
Tolkien creature beneath a Muppet
Single thing underneath Trondheim’s country
Honest lower than an infamous Harding?
Lumbers under an Olympian swimmer
Father is lower than a valuable thing
Sing softly under a cereal grass
Cycle beneath a very rich cake
Color on a Greek letter
Doctrines underpinning a rock genre
Cantered lower than mannerly
Refuse on an Indonesian island
Furnished with weapons under a curved path 
Expand on misfortunes
Cyclotron electrode below an emetic syrup
Tantalus’ daughter on the Mystery Hunt’s home
Open valleys overlooking Juliet’s beau
Metamorphosis author found beneath a sailor?
A fertile spot under one’s British grandmother?
Rotating machine part below a set of supplies
A “Marvel-ous” Hank on commercial flyers?

“HYBRID” CLUES:
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